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When does the highest bid not win a company out of bankruptcy? In the case of Tully's Coffee Shops in 

the Pacific Northwest, a bankruptcy judge blessed the choice of management and creditors to pick what 

they determined to be quality over quantity. 

A group led by actor Patrick Dempsey, known for his role as “McDreamy” in the television show Grey's 

Anatomy, paid $9.15 million for the 47 coffee shops owned by Tully's and licenses to 75 other franchises 

in the U.S. and Asia out of bankruptcy court. Dempsey's group, Global Baristas, LLC, won over a joint bid 

by a strategic industry player and a Filipino company named AgriNurture that totaled $10.56 million.  

The case is a model for what modern bankruptcy law can provide for under Section 363 of the 

bankruptcy code regarding sale of assets. Not only did the original bid end up being more than doubled, 

but the sale price made all creditors whole. More importantly, the company's nearly 500 employees 

were retained, compared to promises by another buyer to consider their applications, and the 

company's leases and supplier agreements were kept intact. So sometimes what the judge in this case 

called a “fantastic result” isn't always dependent on choosing the highest bidder. 

This retail bankruptcy filing and subsequent 363 sale may appear to be a typical cycle through 

bankruptcy court at first glance. But, a closer look will reveal critical maneuvers that led to this 

successful turnaround and bankruptcy sale: 

 Detailed financial assessment led to the development of a business turnaround plan everyone 

supported 

 Careful store closings combined with key employee communication led to the company's first 

profits in years 

 Creative DIP financing secured by future credit card receipts allowed the company to survive during 

the bankruptcy process 

 Strong sale process produced multiple qualified bidders 



 
 Detailed auction process yielded an 100 cent outcome that survived a contested sale hearing 

Although the process produced a great result, the case was not without large obstacles. Prior to the 

filing, the transaction team called more than 60 potential buyers and lenders to provide a DIP loan to 

the company; none was comfortable with the significant losses, lack of assets, and company's small size.  

The team received a term sheet for a DIP loan, but the lender declined to pursue. A purchase IOI was 

also received but the potential buyer revised the terms, placing unachievable requirements that 

ultimately required the team to file bankruptcy without a DIP loan. 

The day of filing, the company's distributor cut-off shipments and continued to short-ship throughout 

the case. After filing, the company's main credit card processor threatened to stop accepting credit 

cards and apply all reserves to their outstanding balance. This event would have cratered TC Global as 

most of their liquidity is from credit card receipts. 

The coffee shops appear to be operating smoothly and Global Baristas has evaluated some additional 

opportunities to expand locally and internationally. In late 2013, a rift appeared publicly between Patrick 

Dempsey and his partners in Global Baristas, resulting in Dempsey withdrawing. Dempsey brought the 

public into the battle for Tully’s and kept the focus on employees, product, and future growth. It will be 

interesting to watch how Tully’s fares without the public image of Patrick Dempsey affixed to each cup 

of coffee they sell.  

 


